+
Exceptional maneuverability over pavement and in
shopping centers.
Full suspension ensures a comfortable and smooth ride.
Fully adjustable new high back seat swivels 360°
for optimal comfort.
Highly reliable in all driving conditions.

The tiller control lever has a gas sprung activator which is easily
adjustable for optimum ergonomic positioning of the user. The delta
steering has speed control levers on both sides and is designed to
give forward and reverse control using fingertips or thumbs of both
hands. For optional status recognition, the C+ series is now
equipped of an onboard computer and LCD speedometer. The
control panel is easy to read and displays all the relevant
informations the driver requires in a simple format.

AVAILABLE

SILVER

BLUE

CHARCOAL

The all new generation of Afiscooter C+ brings to the market a higher
level of design and features that now provides further comfort,
reliability and safety. Building on the proven heritage of the popular
larger Afiscooter S+ models, this new mid-size version incorporates
advanced engineering, safety, fully active front and rear suspension
and stylish design. The redesigned C+ series have now several new
features as the addition of a unique optional rigid windshield canopy.
This was made possible by the latest advancements in scooter
engineering.

RED

Afiscooter C+ is the ultimate mobility scooter for urban environments
offering stable, reliable, and worry-free driving on smooth surfaces or
rough terrains. All you have to do is choose between the ultra solid
and stable C4+ or the highly manoeuvrable C3+. Whichever you
choose, you’lll be travelling in outstanding style and comfort.

Front lockable
basket on C4+

Redesigned tiller with onboard computer,
LCD speedometer and two cup holders

Dual USB
charging port

Optional all weather windshield canopy GNX-CWC
km/h

 



Length
Width
Total weight
Ground clearance
Turning radius
Max weight capacity

15

Up to

40-45
km

watt

AH

950

75

C3: 52'' - C4: 53''
26''
(Without battery) 95 kg or 209 lbs
3.5''
C3: 50'' - C4: 67''
160 kg or 350 lbs

*Varies with user weight, terrain type, battery charge, battery and tire condition
**AGM or gel type required

Optionnal lockable rear box GNX-EBB

Max speed
Driving range
Wheel size
Battery size
Braking system
Motor

15 km/h
(Variable) Up to 40-45 km*
4.10/3.50-6 (13 inches high)
75Ah (G24)**
Fully automatic
950W – 24V DC

ear
2 yyear

BUMPER TO BUMPER
WARRANTY

